Abstract Neuronal networks produce reliable functional output throughout the lifespan of an animal despite ceaseless molecular turnover and a constantly changing environment. Central pattern generators, such as those of the crustacean stomatogastric ganglion (STG), are able to robustly maintain their functionality over a wide range of burst periods. Previous experimental work involving extracellular recordings of the pyloric pattern of the STG has demonstrated that as the burst period varies, the inter-neuronal delays are altered proportionally, resulting in burst phases that are roughly invariant. The question whether spike delays within bursts are also proportional to pyloric period has not been explored in detail. The mechanism by which the pyloric neurons accomplish phase maintenance is currently not obvious. Previous studies suggest that the co-regulation of certain ion channel properties may play a role in governing neuronal activity. Here, we observed in long-term recordings of the pyloric rhythm that spike delays can vary proportionally with burst period, so that spike phase is maintained. We then used a conductance-based model neuron to determine whether co-varying ionic membrane conductances results in neural output that emulates the experimentally observed phenomenon of spike phase maintenance. Next, we utilized a model neuron database to determine whether conductance correlations exist in model neuron populations with highly maintained spike phases. We found that co-varying certain conductances, including the sodium and transient calcium conductance pair, causes the model neuron to maintain a specific spike phase pattern. Results indicate a possible relationship between conductance co-regulation and phase maintenance in STG neurons.
Introduction
Neural central pattern generating circuits are able to maintain consistent rhythmic activity throughout the lifetime of the animal. To retain network functionality, each neuron must preserve its unique electrical role within the network. This role is partially governed by each cell's set of membrane currents (Levitan 1988) , which must be constantly regulated in order to maintain a consistent electrical identity. This identity is preserved even as the proteins that compose the membrane ion channels undergo turnover (LeMasson et al. 1993) . The mechanism by which neurons regulate their membrane currents to maintain network function is, as of yet, not entirely understood.
The pyloric pattern-generating circuit of the stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) in crustaceans is one of the bestcharacterized oscillatory neural networks (Selverston and Moulins 1985; Marder 1997; Selverston 2010) . The pyloric circuit innervates muscles that control the region of the stomach known as the pylorus. It produces a triphasic motor pattern that consists of a burst of action potentials from the pyloric dilator (PD) neurons, followed by a burst from the lateral pyloric (LP) neuron, then by a burst from the pyloric (PY) neurons. The stomatogastric ganglion (STG) contains a small number of neurons that are consistently identifiable across animals, and it produces reliable, rhythmic electrical activity for up to several days or weeks in vitro. This system has been used in network-level and single-cell studies of homeostatic regulation (Marder and Bucher 2007) . Several studies have shown that neuronal activity is governed in part by the maximal conductances (henceforth referred to simply as "conductances") of specific ion channel types, but the manner in which they do so is highly nonlinear. In certain instances, a small change in one conductance results in a large change in electrical activity (Goldman et al. 2001) . Conversely, many different sets of ionic conductances can result in similar neural activity (Prinz et al. 2004; Schulz et al. 2006; Achard and De Schutter 2006; Bean 2003, 2005) . Of particular interest is the role of correlations between sets of ionic conductances (Khorkova and Golowasch 2007) and ion channel mRNA levels (Tobin et al. 2009 ) in preserving neural activity. Overexpression of the transient potassium current (I A ) in lobster STG neurons elicits an increase in the hyperpolarization-activated mixed-ion current (I h ), with minimal changes in electrical activity (MacLean et al. 2003 (MacLean et al. , 2005 , suggesting that a neuron can actively modify its membrane properties in order to regulate its electrical output. Computational studies scanning the conductance space of model neurons have also found that pairwise co-regulation of conductances can preserve certain aspects of neural activity (Ball et al. 2010; Hudson and Prinz 2010) . The presence of these correlations suggests that the neuron is following a set of biological "rules" which are necessary for it to maintain a homeostatic equilibrium.
Much of the work on the pyloric circuit has focused on the relationships between bursts in the various neurons in the network. Previous studies have shown that pyloric burst phases are relatively invariant over time (Hooper 1997a; b) , suggesting that the burst phase holds some functional importance to the pyloric rhythm. The mechanism by which the neuron accomplishes burst phase maintenance has not been resolved. Relatively little work has been done to elucidate the role of intra-burst spike patterns. It was originally believed that the spike timing within a burst played a less critical role than the timing of slow-wave oscillations in governing network activity (Raper 1979; Graubard 1978) . However, recent studies have suggested that certain intraburst properties, such as spike frequency and the number of spikes per burst, have significant effects on muscle response (Morris and Hooper 1997; Morris et al. 2000; Hooper and Weaver 2000) . Other experiments have demonstrated the presence of synaptic modulation of precise spike patterns within bursts (Szucs et al. 2003; Brochini et al. 2011) , and these spike patterns may have some functional significance. Furthermore, modeling studies have suggested that network responses are sensitive to these spike patterns (Latorre et al. 2006) .
In this work, the relationship between spike delay and period was quantified in the crab STG. We observed that spike delays within pyloric bursts can vary proportionally with period, so that the phases of the spikes, relative to the beginning of the burst, are invariant to the period. We hypothesized that pairwise conductance correlations may be associated with this maintenance of spike phase. To test this hypothesis, two separate computational studies were performed. The first study altered the conductances of a "canonical" burster, two at a time, to determine the effects on that burster's activity. We refer to this as the "singleburster" study. An advantage to varying only two conductances at a time is that a large number of simulations can be run in two-dimensional conductance space, providing us with a high-resolution view of the pairwise relationships. A disadvantage to this approach is that the results involve modulating the parameters of a single, arbitrarily chosen burster; they thus do not constitute a comprehensive view of how spike phase is maintained in the eight-dimensional conductance space of the model neuron. The second study provides a view of this conductance space by using a model neuron database, in which all eight conductances are allowed to vary freely, to develop populations of bursters with low spike phase differences relative to one another. These populations' conductance distributions were examined over all 28 pairwise combinations of the eight conductances. We refer to this as the "population" study. The first study asks, "If six of eight of a model neuron's conductances are constrained, can the neuron preserve its activity by comodulating the other two conductances?" The second study asks an inverse question: "If we extract from a database a population of model neurons constrained to a specific type of activity, do the pairwise distributions of their conductances suggest that the co-modulation of certain conductance pairs is needed to preserve their activity type?" The two studies complement each other, and we found that certain conductance correlations were evident in both approaches.
Methods

Experimental studies
Jonah crabs (Cancer borealis) were purchased from commercial suppliers and stored in a cold-water artificial seawater tank at~12°C. Crab saline (11 mM KCl, 440 mM NaCl, 13 mM CaCl 2 . 2H 2 O, 26 mM MgCl 2 . 6H 2 O, 11.2 mM Trizma base, 5.1 mM maleic acid, pH 7.45±0.03) was refrigerated until needed.
Preparation
The animal was cold-anesthetized for 20-30 min by submerging it in ice prior to dissection. The stomach, which includes the STNS, was removed from the animal, pinned into a deep Sylgard-lined dish, and submerged in chilled (10-15°C) saline. The STNS, including the STG and the nerves that innervate the stomach muscles, was dissected out of the stomach and pinned in fresh saline in a Sylgard-lined Petri dish. The preparation was transferred to an electrophysiology rig where fresh saline was chilled with a Peltier thermoelectric cooler and superfused over the nervous system.
Electrophysiology
Vaseline wells were built around the lateral ventricular nerve (lvn, which contains axons from PD, LP, and PY neurons) on each side, and a stainless steel wire electrode was placed in each well to make extracellular nerve recordings of network activity. The extracellular recording provides a convenient measure of the network cycle frequency as well as the LP neuron inter-spike intervals without having to impale multiple cells. An A-M Systems Model 1700 Differential AC Amplifier was used for extracellular recordings, and all free-running rhythm data was acquired with an Axon Instruments Digidata 1322A and pClamp 9.2 software (Molecular Devices).
Modeling studies
Simulation
The single-compartment conductance-based stomatogastric model neuron that was utilized to simulate neural bursting activity has been previously described (Prinz et al. 2003b) . This model consists of a set of eight Hodgkin-Huxley-type ionic currents, each specified by one or two differential equations that describe voltage-dependent channel activation and inactivation. During each individual simulation, all model parameters were kept constant. The parameters in this study included eight conductance values which were taken from a model neuron database that has also been previously described (Prinz et al. 2003a ). The voltage dependence and temporal dynamics for seven of these conductances were based upon in vitro experiments on unidentified stomatogastric cells in culture (Turrigiano et al. 1995) . These conductances were: fast sodium (g Na ), fast transient calcium (g CaT ), slow transient calcium (g CaS ), transient potassium (g A ), calciumdependent potassium (g KCa ), delayed-rectifier potassium (g Kd ), and a voltage-independent leak conductance (g leak ).
Values for the eighth conductance, a hyperpolarizationactivated mixed-ion inward conductance (g H ), were derived from studies on guinea pig lateral geniculate relay neurons (Huguenard and McCormick 1992) . All simulations and analysis were performed in MAT-LAB. Simulations were run for 20 s with a time step of 0.05 ms. Both the membrane voltage and the intracellular calcium concentrations were updated at each time step using the exponential method detailed in Dayan and Abbott (2001) . Activation and inactivation variables were updated using the Euler method. Spike times were recorded at each time that the voltage made a negative-to-positive crossing over 0 mV. These spike times were then used to find which of the model neurons were stable bursters. Inter-spike intervals (ISIs) that were greater than five times the length of the previous ISI were deemed inter-burst intervals (IBIs), and the activity between the start times of two consecutive IBIs was deemed a burst cycle. After varying the threshold for classifying an ISI as an IBI between two and six times the previous ISI, we found that our chosen value of five-fold for this threshold was suitable for the present analysis. If the corresponding ISIs within each of the last three complete burst cycles differed by less than 10% from their mean, the model neuron was classified as a stable burster. Since our aim was to examine intraburst spike phase maintenance, only neurons that had reached a stable bursting pattern by the end of the simulation time were analyzed. If no IBIs were detected, according to the above criteria, the model neuron was assumed not to be a stable burster and, therefore, not to have definable intraburst spike phases. These model neurons (including silent neurons and tonic spikers) were excluded from the analysis. All regularly bursting model neurons reached stable activity well before the end of the simulation time.
Quantifying phase difference
To determine the effect of individually varying conductances on spike phase in the single-burster study, a "canonical" burster was first chosen, with maximal conductances shown in Table 1 . This burster demonstrated steady bursting activity and a period of 0.98 s, similar to that of the pyloric rhythm typically seen in vitro (Marder and Bucher 2007) . We then compared the spiking activity of the canonical burster to that of a "modified" burster in which one or two of the conductances were varied from the canonical value. A simple metric was used to quantify the spike phase difference between the canonical and modified bursting model neurons. If we let t 
To allow spike phase comparison between models with different numbers of spikes per burst, this metric was only calculated for the first N spikes, where N denotes the lowest number of spikes between the canonical and altered bursters. The average phase difference D i between the canonical burster and each of the altered bursters is then calculated by summing the phase differences and dividing by N-1:
where H j c is the spike phase for spike j of the canonical burster c. Thus, the metric D i may be thought of as the "average phase difference per spike" relative to a canonical burster. We note that this metric ignores all spikes beyond the Nth spike. Quantifying differences in spike phase for bursters with different numbers of spikes is not trivial (Lago-Fernandez 2007) . Here, we are choosing to only examine those spikes that are common to both bursters. Figure 1 illustrates the phase maintenance metric for pairs of model neurons with varying degrees of average spike phase difference. For the purposes of our computational studies, we deem any pair of model neurons with an average spike phase difference of less than 0.01 to be exhibiting high phase maintenance.
Data structure and statistical analysis: single-burster study
For a set of eight conductances, the number of distinct twoelement subsets is given by the binomial coefficient 8 2 , which is equivalent to 28 possible conductance pairs. To study the effects of pairwise conductance variation on spike phase, the conductance values were independently varied, two at a time, by multiplying the canonical value by a set of multiplicative factors ranging from 0 to 3 in increments of 0.1 (see Table 1 ). This resulted in 31×31, or 961, combinations of values for each of the 28 conductance pairs. The average phase difference D i per spike between each modified burster and the canonical burster was calculated. For each of these pairs of the eight conductances, two-dimensional colorcoded graphs were generated by plotting the average spike phase difference versus the two conductance values. The degree of correlation between each of the two conductance pairs was quantified by identifying the subset of burster models within the 31×31 grid that exhibited a difference in phase from the canonical burster of 0.01 or less. The conductance values for those burster models that satisfied this condition were then examined for correlations using the nonparametric Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. Due to the gridlike structure of the data, using significance testing alone carries the risk of overestimating the degree of correlation. We thus define as correlated those relationships with a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of |ρ|≥0.4 and a p-value of less than 0.05. Since our study focuses solely on examining putative monotonic relationships between conductances, we chose to perform a piecewise examination of any nonmonotonic relationships that were seen. The data was divided into approximately monotonic sections via visual inspection. We note that our method of defining the sets of bursters with high phase maintenance only considers whether |ρ| is above or below the threshold; the absolute difference between the ρ value and the threshold is disregarded. However, by examining which correlations persisted as the threshold was lowered (providing a more stringent criterion for spike phase maintenance), we saw that a higher |ρ| generally indicates more tightly maintained spike phases (data not shown).
Model neuron database
Co-varying pairs of conductances while constraining all others provides a systematic way to examine the effects of ionic currents on model neuron behavior, but only in a very localized region of conductance space. Another, more comprehensive method of examining the influence of conductance on model neuron output is through the use of a large database of model neurons, wherein all eight conductances are independently and systematically varied. Each of the model neurons in the database can then be classified based upon various features of their electrical activity, and the underlying conductances of those neuron populations that satisfy a given set of criteria (for example, bursters with a cycle period between 1 and 1.1 s) can then be examined for trends. A previously existing large model neuron database was utilized to determine whether a population of model neurons with independently varied conductance values that was constrained to regular bursters with tightly maintained spike phases would exhibit pairwise conductance correlations (Prinz et al. 2003a ). This database was constructed by simulating the spontaneous activity of the single-compartment conductance-based model neuron described above for six equally spaced, independently varied values of eight conductances. This resulted in 6 8 , or 1,679,616, total model neurons. A variety of intrinsic activities was represented in this database, including regular and irregular spiking activity, regular and irregular bursting activity, and silence (no activity). Only those model neurons classified as regular bursters (712,613 model neurons in all) were analyzed in this study. Comparing the spike phases of neurons that burst only a few times per cycle nearly always results in a very low difference in spike phase. To avoid the possible confounding effect of low spike numbers on our results, we restricted the bursters analyzed to those with more than 4 spikes per burst.
Selecting model neuron populations with high and low levels of phase maintenance
From the regular bursters in the database, we selected several populations of model neurons with high phase maintenance, such that the neurons within each population had similar spike phases relative to the other neurons within the same population. To collect these populations, we constrained the duty cycle (defined as the fraction of the cycle period during which the neuron is bursting) of the model neurons to a narrow range, then restricted the number of spikes per burst to a specific value. The duty cycle is equivalent to the phase of the last spike in the burst. Because the ISIs in these bursting models generally do not exhibit large amounts of variability from model to model, constraining the phase of the last spike also constrains the phases of the other spikes in the burst. Thus, by constraining duty cycle and spike number, we obtained populations of model neurons with low phase differences relative to one another. The width of the duty cycle range is equivalent to the maximum difference that any two bursters in the population may have in the spike phase of the last spikes in their respective bursts. Thus, the average phase difference per spike within these populations is well below the width of the duty cycle range. The phases are therefore, by our definition, highly maintained in these populations; we consider them a suitable model of phase maintenance in bursting neurons. Figure 2 (a) shows a sample "high phase maintenance" population of 500 bursters with duty cycles constrained between 0.06 and 0.07 and spike number constrained to 6. As a control, we also selected an analogous set of model neuron populations with low phase maintenance by constraining the period and the number of spikes per burst, but allowing the duty cycle to vary freely. A sample "low phase maintenance" population is shown in Fig. 2(b) , with the period constrained between 0.70 and 0.74 s and the number of spikes per burst again constrained to 6. The traces show the divergence in phase between the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth spikes of each burster. The more vertical these lines are, the greater the maintenance of phase is between the two bursters. Traces in the insets have not been normalized by period to demonstrate the differences in the periods between the original and canonical bursters. Those pairs of model neurons with a phase difference of less than 0.01 were considered to have a high level of phase maintenance variation of spike phase values in the sample "low" phase maintenance group is three-to fifteen-fold greater than in the "high" phase maintenance group, showing that their spike phase characteristics are quantifiably separable (Table S1 ). We then statistically analyzed the "low" and "high" phase maintenance populations for the presence of conductance correlations.
To determine whether any present correlations were an effect of constraining either the duty cycle or the spike number alone, we further selected populations of regular bursters in which either the duty cycle or the number of spikes per burst was constrained, but not both at once. The conductance correlations for all three population types (those with constrained duty cycle, constrained spike number, and constrained duty cycle and spike number) were statistically analyzed and compared.
Data structure and statistical analysis: population study
To check for the presence of pairwise conductance correlations, we collapsed the neuron populations down from an eight-dimensional parameter space into each of the 28 possible sets of two-dimensional space. Each of these twodimensional distributions was then evaluated for correlations. We statistically quantified the strength of the conductance correlations in each burster subplot. One cannot assume that the model neuron output is obeying a theoretical underlying distribution, since this output has been artificially constrained. We therefore used nonparametric statistical tests as performed by Hudson and Prinz (2010) . For both "high phase maintenance" and "low phase maintenance" populations, conductance pairs were deemed correlated if they met the criterion of Spearman's |ρ|≥0.4, with a p-value<0.05. We further used the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test to determine whether the sets of correlation coefficients for the two sets of model neuron populations were significantly different (p<0.05). For the study comparing neuron populations with constrained duty cycle and number of spikes per burst ("high phase maintenance" populations) to the populations in which only the spike number or duty cycle was constrained, two nonparametric tests, the chi-squared test of independence and the Spearman's rank correlation test, were used to determine the presence of correlations between the various pairs of conductances. Correlations were deemed present if the chisquared statistic met the criterion of X 2 ≥70 and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient met the criterion of |ρ|≥0.30. The threshold values were chosen by examining the X 2 and Spearman's ρ values for difference matrices containing visually detectable correlations. These thresholds were then universally used to test all sets of neuron populations for the presence of correlations (Hudson and Prinz 2010) . 
Experimental study
We analyzed six long term recordings of the lateral pyloric (LP) neuron in the pyloric network of Cancer borealis. In approximately half of these recordings, the ISI varied proportionally with the burst period over time, so that spike phases were maintained. A sample preparation demonstrating this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We plotted the delay of spikes 2-6 (relative to spike 1 of each burst) against the burst period and found a significant positive slope for all fitted trendlines (Fig. 3(b) ). To quantify how close the observed spike phases were to being "perfectly" maintained, we adapted a previously described technique (Hooper 1997a) . If a bursting neuron exhibits perfect spike phase maintenance, then as the burst period approaches zero, the phases of the spikes in a burst will also approach zero. Thus, plotting the spike delay relative to the beginning of the burst against the present burst period should result in a linear trendline with a positive slope and a y-intercept at (0,0). The second point that defines this "perfect delay" line must lie on the trendline that is fitted to the observed data. For each of the six preparations examined, we chose this point to be at the mean burst period for that preparation. The slope of the observed spike delay vs. period trendline for any bursting neuron should fall somewhere between zero (signifying a complete lack of phase maintenance) and the slope of the perfect delay line. A comparison of the average slope of the spike delay-burst period plot for a given neuron with the slope of perfect delay line therefore indicates the degree of phase maintenance that the neuron exhibits. For the sample experimental recording shown in Fig. 3 , ratios of the slopes for the average spike delay/period trendlines to the slopes for the lines indicating perfect phase maintenance range between 0.70 and 0.76, indicating a relatively high degree of phase maintenance (Fig. 3(c) ). The independence of spike phase from the period is illustrated by the horizontal trendlines in Fig. 3(d) . Five other preparations were similarly examined. Of these, one exhibited ratios ranging between 0.30 and 0.51, and the other exhibited ratios between 0.73 and 1.08. Thus, three of the six preparations we examined demonstrated some degree of phase maintenance, two of them at a high and one at a moderate level. The remaining three preparations exhibited ratios near or below 0, suggesting that no phase maintenance was present.
Our metric for phase maintenance does not explicitly account for changes in period; it therefore cannot differentiate between phases that have been maintained despite large changes in period and phases that are maintained simply because other aspects of the bursting activity (period, burst duration) have been maintained, as well. For each of the preparations, we compared both the standard deviation of the periods and the percent difference between the minimum and maximum periods to the degree of phase maintenance. No relationship was detected between the amount of variation of the period (using either metric) and the degree of phase maintenance, suggesting that the presence of phase maintenance is not due to a lack of change in the period.
To determine how well the spike phases are maintained within a single preparation over time, we calculated the difference between the phase of each spike in each burst and the mean phase of that spike for all bursts in the data set shown in Fig. 3 . We then averaged each burst's spike phase differences, resulting in one average phase difference for each burst in the data set. The distribution of these average spike phase differences are shown in Fig. 3(e) . The mean of the average spike phase difference for each burst is 0.0064 (red dashed line). We chose to use a similar value (0.01) to define our lower limit of spike phase maintenance in the modeling studies.
Single-burster study
In the twenty-eight pairs of conductances in the singleburster study, different types of qualitative relationships were seen: monotonic, non-monotonic, and independent relationships. Figure 4 (a) depicts the degree of phase difference for each of the 28 pairs of conductances, when both conductances in the pair are varied. Table 2 shows the Spearman's ρ and p-values for every pairwise correlation.
The correlations for each conductance pair are summarized in Fig. 4(b) . According to our criteria (|ρ|≥0.4, p<0.05), six conductance pairs had monotonic relationships that were correlated across the entire data set, and seven had nonmonotonic relationships that exhibited at least one correlation when examined in a piecewise fashion. Of the monotonic relationships, five conductance pairs were positively correlated in model neuron populations exhibiting phase maintenance, and one was negatively correlated. Of the nonmonotonic relationships that were examined piecewise, three had a positively correlated and a negatively correlated component, one had two positively correlated components, and three had only one component of two that was correlated. Of all 28 conductance pairs, g CaT /g Kd exhibited the strongest relationship (Fig. 4(c) ), with a ρ of 0.98 (p<1.4×10 −45 ).
Linearly varying g CaT to g Kd with a ratio of approximately 0.019 results in phase maintenance. Deviating from this positive ratio results in a drastic increase in the spike phase difference. Notably, these two conductances do not tightly regulate whether the neuron is bursting; as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) , the model neuron bursts across wide ranges of values for both conductances. For another strongly correlated conductance pair, g A and g CaS , the conductances constrain the bursting ability of the neuron as well as the ability Our criteria for a conductance relationship to be deemed a correlation included a minimum value for Spearman's ρ. Excluding this criterion would cause nine other pairs of conductances to appear correlated in the phase-maintained model neuron populations (Table 2) . Some, such as the g Kd /g H pair, appear only weakly correlated. We have restricted our discussion to those relationships with a higher ρ, but we note that relaxing this criterion unmasks several weaker correlations that also modestly affect spike phase maintenance.
We examined the variation in period over the ranges of conductance values (data not shown); as with the experimental data, a strong relationship between spike phase maintenance and period maintenance does not appear to exist. Figure 1 shows, for example, that the pairs of bursters exhibiting average spike phase differences of 0.0052 (a low value) and 0.075 (a high value) have similar differences in Table 2 Correlation strength of conductances from the singleburster and population studies for all conductance pairs Columns 2 and 3 show the statistical output from the singleburster study, in which conductances were varied pairwise by a multiplicative factor of 0 to 3 from a canonical value. Pairs are sorted by their Spearman's ρval-ues (column 2). For those conductance pairs with relationships that were examined piecewise, statistical output is shown from each portion of the data. To indicate which portion is being referred to, the relative locations of the respective portions of data are indicated in parentheses (L left, R right, T top, B bottom, TL top left, BL bottom left, TR top right, BR bottom right). Columns 4 and 5 show the statistical output from the population study, in which a population of model neurons constrained to have a duty cycle of 0.2784± 0.005 and 13 spikes per burst was examined for conductance correlations. Values are italicized if both criteria for correlation are met (|ρ|≥0.4, p<0.05 for the single-burster study, and |ρ|≥0.3 and X 2 ≥70 for the population study) period. To see whether our choice of aligning bursts by their first spike affected our findings, we also examined the phase differences after aligning all bursters by their last spike. The phase differences were generally greater when using lastspike alignment, which may arise in part from the differing degrees of spike frequency adaptation at the ends of the bursts (Fig. S1) . However, the correlations that resulted were highly similar to those found using first-spike alignment, suggesting that the overall relationship between phase maintenance and ion channel correlations is not localized to particular regions of the burst, but is generalizable to the nature of the burst as a whole.
Population study
The method of analysis used in the single-burster study only considers a very restricted region of conductance space, in which two of eight conductances are varied at one time. The second study, utilizing a large model neuron database, allowed all conductances to vary freely. Rather than plotting the phase differences between sets of models, we plotted two-dimensional histograms to determine whether certain pairs of conductances tended to vary together in a large model neuron population with a high degree of phase maintenance.
Histograms and difference matrices for a sample burster population
For each pair of conductances (28 in total) and each burster population, a 6-by-6 two-dimensional histogram was generated, plotting the number of model neurons in the subpopulation versus two of their conductance values. However, the two-dimensional histograms do not explicitly account for the null hypothesis of independence between the two conductances' effects on bursting activity. To correct for this, a set of "expectation matrices" was generated (Hudson and Prinz 2010) . These matrices are developed by multiplying the one-dimensional histograms for each single conductance together, then normalizing by the total number of model neurons in the population, to create a six-by-six grid of probability values. Each value represents the probability of a model neuron from the population being present in that bin, given the assumption that the two conductances are independent from one another. A set of "difference matrices," in which we subtracted the expectation matrix from the original two-dimensional histogram, was then plotted. In these plots, each bin illustrates the percentage difference between the expected value for the number of model neurons in that bin, given the assumption of independence between the conductances, and the actual value. To compare this method of examining model neuron populations to our original method of examining a single canonical burster, we first examined the conductance correlations of a population that included the canonical burster (Fig. 5 ). This population was constrained to include 13 spikes per burst, and its duty cycle range was allowed to vary by ±0.005 from the canonical burster's duty cycle. By restricting the duty cycle to a range of 0.01, we guarantee that the average spike phase difference is less than this value. The correlations for the single-burster study are shown with the conductance correlations from the population study in Table 2 . The correlations calculated from phase difference (singleburster study) and the correlations calculated from the histograms (population-based study) both point to phasemaintaining relationships between the sodium conductance (g Na ) and transient calcium conductance (g CaT ), as well as between the slow calcium conductance (g CaS ) and calciumdependent potassium conductance (g KCa ). According to our criteria, the population study does not explicitly show a correlation between the transient calcium conductance (g CaT ) and the delayed rectifier conductance (g Kd ), but Table 2 shows that the relationship is comparably strong. The agreement between the two studies regarding the significance of these three conductance pairs suggests that they may play a role in spike phase maintenance in different regions of conductance space. There was no agreement between the two studies regarding which conductance pairs had negative conductance correlations that resulted in phase maintenance. )for a burster population exhibiting a high level of phase maintenance. This population was chosen such that the canonical burster from the single-burster study would be included; the duty cycle was restricted to 0.2784±0.005, and the number of spikes was restricted to 13 per burst. Bold black outlines indicate conductance pairs with positive correlations, and red outlines indicate the pairs that demonstrate a negative correlation
Comparison of several burster populations
In order to generate a single difference matrix, it is necessary to choose a single, arbitrary duty cycle range and number of spikes per burst. To further determine whether certain conductance correlations are consistently associated with phase maintenance for a variety of duty cycles and numbers of spikes per burst, we next examined several neuron populations in a similar fashion to the sample model neuron population discussed above. We investigated these sets of model neuron populations in two ways. First, we compared a set of model neuron populations with "high phase maintenance" to a set of populations with "low phase maintenance." Secondly, we compared the "high phase maintenance" populations, in which both duty cycle and number of spikes per burst were constrained, to analogous populations for which either the duty cycle or spike number was constrained, but not both. Conductance correlations that are present in the model neuron population exhibiting high phase maintenance, but not in the population exhibiting low phase maintenance or in the populations with only the duty cycle or spike number constrained, are specifically associated with maintaining phase.
"High" versus "low" phase maintenance populations
The "high phase maintenance" model neuron populations had spike numbers ranging from 5 to 20 and duty cycle ranges of 0.01 units in width ranging from 0.10-0.11 to 0.69-0.70. This resulted in 960 separate "high phase maintenance" populations. The "low phase maintenance" model neuron populations had spike numbers ranging from 5 to 20 and period ranges of 0.01 s in width, ranging from 0.5-0.51 s to 1.09-1.1 s, resulting in 960 "low phase maintenance" populations.
Histograms of the correlation coefficients for the populations of model neuron bursters with "high" and "low" phase maintenance were plotted for each of the 28 pairs of conductances, five of which are shown in Fig. 6 . For certain pairs, the correlation coefficients appear stronger for the population representing high phase maintenance than for the ) demonstrate positive correlations that were significantly stronger (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p<0.05) in the population with high phase maintenance than in the population with low phase maintenance. Conversely, the conductance pairs (c) g A and g CaS (p01.1×10− ) demonstrated a significantly greater correlation in the population with low phase maintenance than in the population with high phase maintenance. (e) The g CaT /g Kd correlation coefficients demonstrated no difference between the populations with high and low phase maintenance (p>0.05) population representing low phase maintenance (g Na /g CaT , g CaS /g KCa , Fig. 6(a)-(b) ). This suggests that correlating these particular conductances may aid specifically in the maintenance of spike phase. Certain other pairs, however, saw stronger correlations in populations with low phase maintenance (g A /g CaS , g CaT /g CaS , Fig. 6(c)-(d) ). Other correlation coefficients do not appear to be specifically high for the population of neurons exhibiting high levels of phase maintenance, relative to those exhibiting low phase maintenance (g CaT /g Kd , Fig. 6(e) ).
To ensure that the correlations seen were not a result of the initial restriction of the database to all regular bursters, pairwise correlations were calculated for several populations of 10,000 randomly chosen regular bursters (Fig. S2) . No strong correlations were evident in these populations, suggesting that restricting the neuronal activity type to bursting does not, by itself, result in the emergence of strong conductance correlations.
Effect of constraining duty cycle or spike number alone
In order to compare the "high phase maintenance" populations with those populations in which only the duty cycle or the number of spikes per burst was constrained, two additional sets of populations were generated, one with the duty cycle constrained to a range of 0.01, and one with the number of spikes per burst constrained to a single integer value. Again, the model neuron populations had spike numbers ranging from 5 to 20 and duty cycle ranges of 0.01 units in width ranging from 0.10-0.11 to 0.69-0.70. To ensure that an adequate number of model neurons were present in the histograms (each of which consisted of a 6-by-6 grid), only those bins containing at least 200 model neurons were considered. This limited the analysis to 147 populations. The three sets of burster populations (those with a constrained duty cycle, a constrained spike number, and both a constrained duty cycle and spike number) were collected as follows. Exactly 200 model neurons were chosen from each of the 147 burster populations that were constrained by duty cycle and spike number and contained at least 200 bursters (Fig. 7  (a) ). Next, 147 populations consisting of exactly 200 model neurons that were constrained only by duty cycle were extracted by randomly selecting from all model neurons with a specific number of spikes per burst (Fig. 7(b) ). The distribution of the duty cycle bins from which these populations were chosen was designed to match that of the populations constrained by both duty cycle and number of spikes per burst. For example, since there are three populations of at least 200 model neurons with 15 spikes per burst and some specific duty cycle range (outlined in red in Fig. 7(a) ), three model neuron populations of 200 randomly chosen model neurons with an unconstrained duty cycle were also chosen from this bin, so that all of the model neurons in each of the three populations had 15 spikes per burst. A similar procedure was undertaken for selecting the 147 populations of bursters with a constrained duty cycle range (Fig. 7(c) ). The X 2 and Spearman's ρ values of these three sets of 147 burster populations were then compared. Bar plots showing the percentage of model neuron populations with correlated conductance pairs were compared for the three types of populations (Fig. 8) , for all 28 conductance pairs. If a greater percentage of the populations with both duty cycle and spike number constrained had correlations than did those populations with either duty cycle or spike number constrained alone, it would suggest that spike phase maintenance, by our definition, is regulated by that particular conductance pair.
For the sodium and transient calcium conductances, 76% of the populations with a high degree of phase maintenance exhibited correlations, where both the duty cycle and number of spikes per burst were constrained. Of those populations with constrained duty cycle or constrained numbers of The number of populations from each set of data is indicated above the top panel spikes per burst alone, 20% and 44% appeared to have strong correlations, respectively. Thus, the g Na /g CaT pair may be specifically involved in maintaining spike phase. Similarly, for the g CaT /g CaS pair, 33% of the populations with a high degree of phase maintenance exhibited correlations, while only 3% and 8% of those populations with constrained duty cycle or constrained numbers of spikes per burst alone exhibited correlations. The g CaS /g KCa pair also exhibited a high number of strong correlations, but the percentages of strong correlations in each of the three sets of populations were similar, suggesting that this pair of conductances may be involved in maintaining one parameter or the other but is not exclusively associated with the maintenance of spike phase in bursting neurons. Table S2 shows the percentages of populations with correlated conductances for all 28 conductance pairs.
It is possible that the duty cycle bin size (here, arbitrarily chosen to be 0.01 units in width) may affect whether correlations are present. We performed the above study using various bin sizes and found that as long as the bins are sufficiently small, their width does not greatly affect the strength of the correlation coefficients (Table S3) .
The box plots for the g Na /g CaT conductance pair (Fig. 9 ) and the g CaT /g CaS conductance pair (Fig. 10) illustrate stronger chi-squared values in the population exhibiting high phase maintenance. In the g Na /g CaT pair, the chi-squared values also appear to increase in strength as both the duty cycle and number of spikes per burst increase. This increase is most striking in the population with both parameters constrained. In the g CaT /g CaS pair, the populations with both parameters constrained have greater chi-squared values than the populations with only duty cycle or spike number constrained for the majority of duty cycle ranges and particularly at low numbers of spikes per burst. For both pairs, the Spearman's ρ values are similar for all three population types (duty cycle and spike number constrained, duty cycle correlations that appear specifically related to maintaining phase include g Na /g CaT and g CaT /g CaS (solid bold outlines). Correlations between g CaS /g KCa and g CaT /g Kd pairs (dashed outlines) are seen in all three types of populations constrained only, and spike number constrained only). Thus, for the g Na /g CaT and g CaT /g CaS conductance pairs, a stronger dependence exists between the conductances (indicated by the chi-squared value) for the population with both constrained duty cycle and spike per burst (representing high phase maintenance), but the monotonicity (indicated by ρ) is similar for all population types. The box plot for the g CaS / g KCa conductance pair shows that the correlations are similar for all three of the sets of populations, suggesting that this particular conductance pair may be involved in constraining duty cycle or spike phase, but is not exclusively involved in maintaining both at once (Fig. 11) .
Discussion
It is often assumed that for any nervous system to consistently produce behavior that is appropriate to the animal's environment, certain aspects of that nervous system must be held under tight neuromodulatory, cell-intrinsic, or synaptic control. In the present work, we observed through experiment that spike phase maintenance occurs in long-term recordings of some LP neurons as the period varies over time. We performed a series of studies using a singlecompartment neuron model to examine whether the experimentally observed activity could be emulated via the pairwise co-variation of conductances. We first studied the effect on phase maintenance of independently varying pairs of conductance values of a single, "canonical" model neuron. Next, we utilized a model neuron database to explore whether the distributions of the conductance values of model neurons are associated with spike phase maintenance. Conductance-based modeling studies implicated the correlation of specific conductance pairs as a possible mechanism by which the pyloric neurons accomplish spike phase maintenance.
The g Na /g CaT pair and the g CaS /g KCa conductance pair exhibited salient positive correlations in the single-burster and the population-based study. Of these pairs, g Na and g CaT appeared more specifically geared towards maintaining spike phase than maintaining other bursting properties, such as duty cycle or number of spikes per burst alone, while the g CaS /g KCa pair appears to support more general bursting properties. Hudson and Prinz (2010) have also previously Stronger correlations are also seen as the duty cycle is increased. (c-d) Spearman's ρ values are similar between all three population types for a range of values for duty cycle and spikes per burst. For the g Na /g CaT conductance pair, the population wherein the spike number and duty cycle are constrained (the "high phase maintenance" population) exhibits stronger correlations than the populations in which either parameter is constrained alone noted an association between g CaS /g KCa correlations and general bursting activity in model neurons. Figure 4 illustrates areas in g Na /g CaT conductance space that have both small (dark blue) and large (dark red) phase differences between bursters. Other conductance pairs in the single-burster study, such as g A /g CaS and g CaS /g KCa , had regions of bursters with low phase differences that transitioned sharply to regions of non-bursters. This suggests that g Na /g CaT co-regulation may exert a finer control over the intra-burst properties of the model neuron than other conductance pairs. The g A /g CaS and g CaS /g KCa pairs appear to be more involved in controlling overall activity type, perhaps because the g CaS conductance reacts to changes in calcium on a slower time scale than the g CaT conductance (Liu et al. 1998) . The time constants of the various conductances, which determine the immediacy of activitydependent conductance changes, could explain which conductances control which aspects of the model neuron's output; g Na and g CaT operate with fast time constants, which may enable their interplay to finely tune the spike times within bursts.
In the current body of literature, few studies have demonstrated that any calcium conductances are correlated with other conductances to regulate neuronal activity. A previous modeling study demonstrated that the g A /g CaS conductance pair resulted in tight regulation of crustacean cardiac motor neuron activity (Ball et al. 2010 ). This particular pair of conductances, along with the g CaS /g KCa pair, is also strongly correlated in several types of STG model neuron activity (Hudson and Prinz 2010) , including general bursting activity. In our population study, the correlation between g CaS and g KCa was notably stronger in the model neuron populations with high phase maintenance than in those with low phase maintenance. While calcium currents have proven difficult to measure experimentally, the evidence from computational studies suggests that they may be involved in maintaining certain aspects of neuronal activity, including spike phase of bursting neurons.
The correlations we found in the population study apply only to bursters with periods, duty cycles, and numbers of spikes per burst within the examined ranges. Therefore, it is possible that other conductance correlations exist for bursting neurons that did not meet our criteria for analysis in this study, such as the nonlinear, concave g Na /g Kd correlation found in model neurons classified as bursters with only one spike per burst (Golowasch et al. 2002) . So far all conductance correlations that have been experimentally found to preserve neuronal activity in stomatogastric neurons have been positive. However, negative correlations have been seen to maintain bursting activity in large model neuron databases, including a strong negative correlation between g A and g KCa (Hudson and Prinz 2010) . The present study similarly found a negative g A /g KCa correlation to be stronger in populations with highly maintained spike phases than those exhibiting a lack of phase maintenance. Hudson and Prinz also showed that a negative g Na /g Kd correlation preserves activity type in model neurons (2010); we saw regions of both positive and negative correlations for this conductance pair in our single-burster study (Fig. 4) . From a biological perspective, we expect a positive correlation between g Na and g Kd to support spike phase maintenance; because g Na controls a depolarizing (inward) current and g Kd controls a repolarizing (outward) current, it would seem that increasing (or decreasing) one conductance would require a compensatory increase (or decrease) in the other conductance to preserve neuronal activity. For similar reasons, one might have expected g Na and g CaT to be inversely rather than positively correlated. We currently do not know how a positive correlation between two depolarizing currents might be useful to the neuron. Overall, the negative correlations found in the present study were fewer in number and generally weaker than the positive correlations. Indeed, the only two conductance correlations that appeared in both the single-burster and population-based studies were positive.
Modifying conductances in the biological neuron involves several layers of cellular machinery; it thus may not occur quickly enough to explain the instantaneous spike phase maintenance that is seen over time in a single neuron (Fig. 3) . However, the spike phase also is maintained across different animals, despite large differences in the average burst period (Bucher et al. 2005) . Thus, pairwise covariation of conductances may, at the least, provide a plausible explanation for maintenance in spike phase across animals. Possible mechanisms for this conductance covariation include ion channel co-localization on the cell membrane or translation from mRNA strands with correlated copy numbers (Schulz et al. 2007 ). Alternatively, the ability of pyloric neurons to maintain spike phase over time may be "built into" the electrical activity of the circuit through adjustments to synaptic strength (Bucher et al. 2005) . As with conductance-based mechanisms, a method for maintaining spike phase that relies on the electrical organization of the network is most likely not trivial and would require further investigation.
Both theoretical and experimental studies have shown that a variety of conductance relationship types can preserve neuronal activity. Linearly co-varying a potassium and a calcium conductance preserved tonic activity in both the ventricular dilator (VD) neuron of the STG and in a conductance-based model neuron (Goldman et al. 2001) . Modeling studies have also demonstrated that nonlinear conductance relationships may preserve one-spike burster activity (Golowasch et al. 2002) . Our single-burster modeling study, involving pairwise conductance co-variation, demonstrated phase-preserving relationships that were both linear (such as g CaT /g Kd ) and non-linear (such as g Kd /g leak ), and it is possible that the neuron employs both types of relationships to preserve its activity. Additionally, previous studies have revealed three-and four-way linear correlations between mRNA levels in specific STG cell types (Schulz et al. 2007) . A more thorough analysis of the model neuron database may also reveal conductance relationships residing in higher dimensions for model neuron populations with specific activity constraints.
A clear future aim is to verify through experiment whether the mechanisms for phase maintenance explored in the present study are being employed by real neurons. Previous experiments have used mRNA levels to quantify channel expression, but a linear relationship between mRNA abundance and conductance value has only been found for one conductance pair: g A and g KCa (Schulz et al. 2006; Baro et al. 1997 ). Since mRNA injection may not reliably control the values of all conductances examined here, such an approach might not be useful as experimental verification of our results. However, multiple membrane conductances can be simulated in real time using the dynamic clamp technique. One potential future direction is to utilize dynamic clamp to modulate pairs of membrane conductances in a biological neuron while monitoring intra-burst activity to determine whether phase maintenance can be achieved via the mechanisms explored here.
Notably, the results presented above examined only spontaneous activity and do not examine the effects of synaptic input on the relationship between conductance correlations and phase maintenance. If the model neuron here were receiving regular inhibitory synaptic input, as in a network model, its steady-state activity may be altered (Prinz et al. 2003a) . We have seen in the present study that altering neuronal activity may result in different patterns of conductance co-regulation (Fig. 9) ; the specific conductance correlations that preserve intra-burst activity may be altered by the addition of synaptic input. As an example, the present study saw no pairwise conductance correlations involving g H . Co-regulation of the g A /g H pair has experimentally been shown to preserve neuronal activity, including number of spikes per burst (MacLean et al. 2005; Khorkova and Golowasch 2007) . Our model may be operating in a voltage regime that does not engage the hyperpolarization-activated current, so that the value of g H plays little role in its activity. If we were to perform a similar analysis on a model neuron receiving extra inhibitory synaptic input from other neurons, the g H conductance might play a greater role in controlling neuronal output.
It has been hypothesized that the presence of conductance correlations has certain benefits. The fact that there are many combinations of conductances that allow the neuron to arrive at the same activity type aids in the robustness of that activity. These correlations may provide protection against drastic and potentially harmful changes to neural activity as a result of a relatively small change in one or more ionic currents.
